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ABSTRACT: Software-Defined Network (SDN) radically changes the network architecture by decoupling the net- 
work logic from the underlying forwarding devices. This architectural change rejuvenates the network-layer granting 
centralized management and re-programmability of the networks. From a security perspective, SDN separates security 
concerns into control and data plane, and this architectural recomposition brings up exciting opportunities and 
challenges. However, till today, SDN has not been well recognized by the security community yet. In this systematic 
survey on SDN security, we investigate how the new features provided by SDN can help enhance network security and 
information security process. By systematically reasoning the opportunities introduced by SDN to network security, we 
hope to provide new insights for future research in this important area. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Traditional IP network devices are purpose-built and application-specific with integrated circuits and chips designed to 
achieve high throughputs. This 'hardware- centric' network model requires network operators to configure each device 
separately through low-level vendor- specific commands. Hence, in heterogeneous networks, network configuration is 
tedious, and automatic recon- figuration and response are virtually impossible. More- over, the data and control plane 
bundling reduces flexibility, hinders innovation and slows down the evolution of networking infrastructure. In fact, as 
shown by recent studies, in the long run, traditional networks are inca- pable of coping with the increasing demand and 
continuous expansion in the number of devices and applications brought through advances in Cloud Computing, 
Internet-of-Things (IoT), and Cyber-Physical Systems [43, 62, 71, 77). 
 
Software-Defined Network (SDN) is a new network paradigm that decouples the control from data plane in networking 
devices. This architectural recomposition places the 'brain' of the network on a specialized central controller, enabling 
centralized management and global view of the network. The data plane is composed of 'dummy' devices, forwarding 
packets based on rules specified remotely. These rules may be specified by the application running atop of the 
controller and triggered according to packet-level extracted information. 
 
The reason why many researchers and practitioners have interests in SDN is mainly because by decoupling the control 
logic from the closed, proprietary implementations of traditional network switch infrastructure, SDN enables us to 
design and distribute innovative flow handling and network control algorithms easily, and it helps us add much more 
intelligence and flexibility to the control plane. With the help of SDN, we can dynamically control network flows and 
monitor network status easily. For example, by employing SDN, we can easily implement a network load balancing 
function that is not easily and cheaply solved with existing techniques. These powerful and rich functions from SDN 
enable people to create new and creative network services or architectures. 
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II. METHODOLOGY 
 
Overview of SDN architecture 
SDN is a kind of emerging network architecture which decou- ples data forwarding from the control logic; currently, 
these aspects are tightly integrated in traditional network equipment, such as switches and routers. The decoupling 
of data forwarding and the control logic enables the network control and applications to be programmable [16], 
Generally, SDN architecture can be divided into three layers, respectively called the data forwarding layer, the control 
layer and the application layer from bottom to up. 
 
Data forwarding layer 
The data forwarding layer consists of many SDN switches, which are physically connected by wired or wireless media. 
Each switch is a simple device in charge of forwarding network packets and has a forwarding table, named the Flow 
Table, which contains thousands of rules that are used to formulate forwarding decisions. 
 
Each rule item in the Flow Table is made up of three fields: the action, the counter and a pattern. The pattern field 
defines the flow pattern, which is basically the set of header field values of the packet. When data packets are received, 
the switch will search its Flow Table to find a rule that matches the fields. 
 
Once the switch finds such a rule, the counter of the rule increases, and the action corresponding to the particular rule 
will be performed. Otherwise, the switch will notify the controller to request for help or simply discard the packet It is 
worth noting that forwarding rule items are not generated by the switch node itself, but are pushed down by the 
controller from the control layer 
 
Control layer 
As the SDN's brain, the control layer man mages and controls the entire network. We refer to the network node that 
implements these functionalities as the SDN controller, and it is generally deployed as a separate physical device with 
specific software. The SDN controller communicates with the switch through a standard south-bound API, e.g., Open 
Flow, and has a global view of the entire network topology at the data forwarding layer, i e., switches and links. 
Various routing protocols, such as BGP and OSPF, run on the SDN controller so that all the data forwarding taking 
place in the data layer is based on instructions placed by the controller. 
 
As the de factor standard of SDN. Open Flow was initially designed with a single controller for simplicity, which 
constitutes however a potential single port of failure. Therefore, almost all recent SDN architecture implementations, 
such as Floodlight [17], NOX [18] and Open Daylight [19], support multiple distributed controllers, which improve the 
scalability and availability of network resources. In the multi controller architecture, each individual controller is 
responsible for controlling only a portion of the switches. In order to maintain the consistency of the network's status 
and work collaboratively, an individual SDN controller can communicate with other controllers in the network through 
east-west- bound APIs, as discussed in [20]. 
 
Application layer 
The application layer allows network operators to respond rapidly to the various innovative application software has 
been bust to function en sup controllers top of SDN that various application requirements met [21], such as 
network virtualization [22], topology discovery [23], traffic monitoring [24], security enhancement [25] load balancing 
[26] and others. 
 
The application layer communicates with the control layer through north-bound APIs, such as the REST APL The 
control layer provides an abstraction of the net work's physical resources for the application layer, which means that 
network operators can change the data paths of packets using only software programming centrally on the SDN 
controllers, and not configure all the physical switches in the date path time by one. 
 
SDN simplifies the network design and operation. It also simplifies the network devices as the devices no longer need 
to understand and process protocols but simply accept instructions from SDN controller. Salient features of 
Distinguishing features of SDN are discussed here: 
 
A. Logically centralized intelligence 
In SDN model, network control functionality is entirely distributed from forwarding using a standard southbound 
interface viz., Open Flow. By centralizing entire network intelligence, decision making is based on a global view of the 
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network. This is opposed to today's prevailing networks. Today's networks are built on an autonomous system view and 
nodes are not aware about the overall state of the entire network. 
 
B. Abstraction 
In such network, business applications consuming SDN services are abstracted from various underlying network 
technologies. The network software is resident in the Control Layer. To ensure portability and future proofing of 
investments in network services, network devices are abstracted from the control layer. 
 
C. Programmability 
Software Defined Networks are controlled through software functionality. These software are provided by different 
vendors or the network operators. This kind of programmability makes the management paradigm to be completely 
replaced by automation. This is influenced by rapid adoption of the cloud By making available open Application 
programming interfaces (APIs) for various applications to interact with network, such networks can achieve innovation 
and differentiation. 
 
D. Increased network reliability and security 
SDN makes IT to define high level configuration and various policy statements. Which in turn are translated to the 
infrastructure Such network architecture completely eliminates requirement of individual configuration of various 
network devices every time an end point, service, or application is either added, moved, or a policy changes. This 
reduces the likelihood of network failures because of policy Inconsistencies and configuration. 
 
Security analysis of SDN architecture 
Now, we will look into the SDN architecture's characteristics' impact on security. Compared to traditional network 
architectures, security threats of SDN will be even more concentrated as opposed to the dispersion seen in the network 
elements of traditional networks. Therefore, because of its design nature, SDN has security advantages and security 
defects. Its advantages include: 
 
1. Effective monitoring of abnormal traffic. Due to the fact that the SDN controller can perceive the entire network 

traffic simultaneously, it is easier to notice abnormal behavior in network traffic caused by an attacker. 
 
2. Timely dealing with vulnerabilities. Another important advantage can be attributed to the nature of the 

programmable network environment. Once a new threat has been detected, operation can program new software to 
analyze and deal with the vulnerability immediately, without spending time to wait for an update of the operating 
system or application software integrated in the manufacturer-proprietary devices. In addition, the SDN controller 
can achieve a security policy configuration covering 2-7 layers of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) 
architecture, and provide more granular security control 
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III. CONCLUSION 
 
Represented taxonomy of attacks against Software-Defined Networks based on their scope and impacts. Specifically, 
we discussed how an adversary can leverage vulnerabilities of different SDN components to target network policies, 
their enforcement, and implementation. Moreover, we argued the importance of security SDN data planes, surveyed 
the latest advances in data plane development and analyzed the security implications of stateful data planes. Thereafter, 
we established a set of requirements for a working solution and reviewed the existing solutions with respect to these 
requirements. Finally, we provided a set of suggestions for future research directions, where we hope to attract 
researchers’ attention to a relatively dormant yet critical aspect of securing SDNs. 
 
We hope this study can not only provide a quick introduction and systematic survey but also give significant insights for 
using SDN for better security applications and stimulate more future research in this important area. 
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